■ ■ If■resource■aspects■can't■be■flexibly■combined,■ the■ developer■ must■ create a■ new■ implementation■for■each■combination■of■resource■access■as-pects,■which■leads■to■a■combinatory■explosion■ of■class■implementations.■Additional■implemen-tations■also■increase■error■probability. ■ ■ Different■ application■ programming■ interfaces■ (APIs)■for■different■types■of■resource■locations■ (such■as■databases■or■file■systems)■or■resource■ formats■ (such■ as■ XML■ or■ JavaScript■ Object■ Notation 1 )■prevent■easy■substitution■of■resource■ access■ logic■ used■ in■ applications-making■ modifications■time■consuming■and■expensive. ■ ■ Inconsistent■ APIs■ reduce■ flexibility■ by■ complicating■ the■ substitution■ of■ implementations■ at■ runtime.
We■suggest■a■generic■approach■based■on■sepa-rating■resource■access■aspects■into■dimensions■that■ can■be■flexibly■combined■by■configuration.■To■un-derline■ this■ new■ concept's■ necessity,■ we■ begin■ by■ discussing■the■current■approaches■and■highlighting■ the■deficits.■
Current Resource Access Approaches
Integrating■device-specific■data■access■logic■in■each■ program■was■common■in■the■beginnings■of■third-generation■programming■languages■such■as■Fortran■ II.■Developers■then■switched■to■more■flexible■con-cepts■ when■ they■ needed■ to■ support■ multiple■ data■ stores■ concurrently■ within■ an■ application.■ At■ the■ beginning,■they used■different■programming■inter-faces■for■different■data■stores.■The■variations■in■im-plementation■weren't■restricted■to■hardware■compo-nents.■Even■data■stores■that■varied■only■in■software■ had■ to■ be■ programmed■ differently-for■ example,■ ADO.NET■1.1,■which■features■a■distinct■database■ provider■for■each■database■type. 2 ■In■the■meantime,■ plug-in■ concepts■ based■ on■ uniform■ programming■ interfaces■ such■ as■ JDBC■ were■ introduced. 3 ■ However,■ most■ of■ these■ solutions■ are■ restricted■ to■ spe-A n■important■task■for■almost■every■software■application■is■I/O.■For■instance,■ database■applications■and■even■simple■applications■supporting■configuration■ files-all■use■I/O.■Consequently,■accessing■and■manipulating■resources■is■es-sential■to■most■software■systems.■A■generic■resource■access■solution■can■avoid■ the■following■problems:
A new resource access approach separates various aspects such as address, content format, and location type to enable their flexible and configurable combination. Basically,■concrete■factories■are■derived■from■ an■ abstract■ factory,■ and■ they■ return■ different■ concrete■Reference■Instances.■Each■concrete■fac-tory■ creates■ a■ group■ of■ similar■ references■ relating■to■a■certain■aspect-for■example,■file■format.■ We■get■the■benefit■of■managing■reference■groups■ compared■ to■ the■ nonclassified■ plug-in■ concept■ approach.■Nonetheless,■the■main■issues■remain-we■ must■ write a■ distinct■ class■ for■ each■ requirement■combination■because■we■can't■combine■the■ various■ requirement■ types■ (such■ as■ XML■ as■ resource■format■and■network■as■resource■location■ type).■ Moreover,■ the■ Abstract■ Factory■ Pattern■ approach■only■lets■us■discriminate■by■one■crite-rion■at■a■time-the■family■criterion■(for■example,■ file■format).
Plug-in Pattern

Decorator Pattern
The■ Decorator■ Pattern, 5 ■ another■ classic■ gang-offour■pattern,■lets■us■dynamically■add■functionality■ to■an■existing■object■using■decorator classes that■ inherit■from■the■same■base■class■and■can■be■nested■ to■ enhance■ their■ functionality.■ This■ approach■ eliminates■ the■ combinatory■ explosion■ of■ classes■ when■combining■distinct■behaviors.
In■terms■of■resource■acquisition,■the■Java■I/O■ architecture 8 ■is■a■well-known■application■of■this■ 
Resource Acquisition Approaches
The■approaches■we've■mentioned■so■far■are■essen-tially■general-purpose■patterns.■Additionally,■a■few■ important■ patterns■ directly■ focus■ on■ resource■ acquisition■and■access.
The URL-based approach. URLs 9 ■contain■a■proto-col■ identifier■ that■ describes■ the■ location■ type■ and■ protocol-specific■ address.■ For■ example,■ the■ URL■ "http://www.computer.org/software"■ includes■ the■ protocol■"http"■and■references■a■resource■with■the■ name■ "www.computer.org/software."■ In■ Java,■ we create■URLs■by■using■the■java.net.URL■class.■This■class■ uses■a■java.net.URLStreamHandlerFactory■to■get■implementa-tions■of■a■java.net.URLStreamHandler,■which■contains■ad-dress-parsing■logic■and■returns■an■instance■of■a■java. net.URLConnection■ implementation■ that■ contains■ location■access■logic.■Consequently,■we■can implement■ arbitrary■address■formats■and■location■types.
We■can■combine■this■approach■with■Multipur-pose■Mail■Extensions. 10,11 ■In■Java,■the■factory■java. net.ContentHandlerFactory■ returns■ java.net.ContentHandler■ instances,■ which■ represent■ different■ MIME■ types.■ For■ this■ reason,■ this■ approach■ also■ supports■ arbitrary■resource■content■types■in■the■form■of■differ-ent■MIME■types,■and■resource■access■and■content■ handling■are■decoupled■and■orthogonal.
However,■ the■ separation■ between■ address■ and■ location■aspects■is■shallow■because■the■location■ac-cess■implementation■(a■java.net.URLConnection)■is■created■ from■ within■ the■ address■ logic■ implementation■ (a■ property■of■the■Internals■structure■stores■the■cal-culated■ address.■ After■ the■ transformation■ and■ storing■ of■ the■ calculated■ address,■ the■ Reference■ Instance's■ Location■ Dimension■ Instance■ executes■ and■ loads■ the■ referenced■ resource's■ raw■ content■ into■ the■ Internals■ structure's■ Content■ property.■ Finally,■the■configured■Format■Dimension■Instance■ executes■and■takes■the■content■saved■in■the■Content■ property,■transforms■it■in■a■structured■hierarchical■ form,■ and■ saves■ the■ result■ in■ the■ Internals■ structure's■Document■property. Additionally,■ we■ can■ process■ extended■ dimension■ instances■ between■ each■ of■ the■ steps■ we've■ mentioned.■For■example,■if■the■raw■content■is■en-crypted,■we■might■implement■an■extended■dimen-sion■ instance■ with■ encryption■ support.■ We■ could■ configure■this■implementation■to■be■called■between■ the■processing■of■the■Reference■Instance's■Location■ Dimension■ Instance■ and■ the■ Format■ Dimension■ Instance.
Basically,■ the■ Reference■ Instance's■ save■ process■ is■implemented■as■the■reversal■of■the■load■process.■ This■ means■ that■ changes■ made■ to■ the■ Internals■ structure's■Document■property■are■written■back■to■the■ resource■ by■ calling■ the■ dimension■ instance's■ unprocess()■functions■in■the■reversed■execution■order. Now■ that■ we■ have■ explained■ the■ concepts■ behind■ the■Dimension■Architecture■approach,■we■will■illus-trate■the■concepts■by■showing■our■approach's■refer-ence■implementation.
Execution Order of Dimension Instances
Reference Implementation
Figure■ 5■ illustrates■ the■ Dimension■ Architecture's■ core■ elements.■ Table■ 1■ shows■ the■ mapping■ of■ main■ conceptual■ terms■ to■ the■ corresponding■ implementation.
Example and Code Sample
In■this■section,■we■illustrate■the■Dimension■Archi-tecture■with■a■Java■code■example■based■on■our■Ref-erence■Implementation.■The■task■is■to■load■customer■ data■from■an■XML■file■on■a■Microsoft■Windows-based■ network.■ The■ content■ is■ encrypted■ with■ a■ dummy■algorithm■and■shown■below■(in■clear■text). Here,■we■show■the■final■configuration:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <References> <Reference id="r1" type="demo.CustomerReference"> <AddressDimension type="dimension.impl. UNCAddressDimension"> <Param name="Address" value= "\\?\C:\Customers.xml"/> </AddressDimension> <LocationDimension type="dimension.impl.
FileSystemLocationDimension"/> <ExtendedDimension type="dimension.impl.
DummyEncryptionExtendedDimension"> <Param name="SymmetricKey" value="xyz"/> </ExtendedDimension> <FormatDimension type="dimension.impl.
XmlFormatDimension"/> </Reference> </References> This■configuration■file■is■used■to■specify■all■re-quired■dimensions■to■reference■the■customer■file■we■ mentioned■earlier.
Custom Reference Instance Implementation. To■ work■with■a■resource■in■a■business-entity■style,■we■ implement■an■entity■class■Customer■and■a■Reference
Instance■that■inherits■from■AbstractReference■and■over-rides■ several■ of■ its■ methods,■ returning■ customer■ entities: Our■ Dimension■ Architecture■ approach■ also■ has■ some■ disadvantages.■ The■ application■ probably■ results■ in■ slightly■ slower■ runtime■ performance■ compared■ to■ raw,■ fixed-resource■ access■ such■ as■ FileReader■ for■ local■ files■ in■ Java.■ In■ most■ cases,■ though,■ the■ additional■ flexibility■ is■ more■ relevant■ than■small■performance■loses.■ Another■drawback■is■the■lack■of resource■con-tent■streaming■because■the■approaches'■multistage■ process■ requires■ complete■ intermediate■ results■ to■ work■on.■This■shortcoming■could■be■softened■by■ replacing■ the■ Internals■ structure's■ elements■ with■ proxy■ classes■ that■ implement■ lazy■ and■ partial■ loading.
The■Dimension■Architecture■is■highly■flexible.■ Even■if■it■seems■to■have■the■same potential■for■ab-straction■ as■ the■ Resource■ Acquisition■ Pattern, 14 ■ it's■too■early■to■make■a■classification■claim■yet.■To■ verify■ its■ potential,■ we■ will■ use■ it■ in■ larger■ projects,■ including■ BeihilfeOnline,■ a■ Web■ 2.0-based■ ■ e-government■ application■ for■ claiming■ refunds■ for■ medical■ treatment■ expenses■ targeting■ about■ 300,000■users■in■the■Bavarian■public■service■sec-tor.■Additionally,■we■plan■to■submit■our■Java■im-plementation■of■the■Dimension■Architecture■to■the■ Java■Community■Process.
